Weird Florida

Florida is renowned for sun, surf, sand and
senior citizens, and is a favourite holiday
destination for more than a million Brits
each year. But it is also one of the best
places to chart your weirdest travel
destinations.
Charlie
Carlson,
a
tenth-generation Floridian, has travelled
the length of Florida looking for the odd
and the offbeat, and he found them
everywhere, from the Skunk Ape to the
Devils Chair of Cassadaga, from the
She-Man of the Caloosahatchee River to
the Wizard of Central Florida. This latest
addition to the Weird US series is packed
with info about the Sunshine State that they
dont include in the regular guidebooks.
Venture beyond Disney World, if you
dare...

The source for all things bizarre, strange and odd in the world. Check out the latest Florida Man Asks Cops To Make
Sure HIs Meth Is Up To Speed. By DavidMichael Jacksons former elephant briefly escapes Florida zoo enclosure UCF
frat suspended: Lawsuit says members posted explicit videos of women.Now you may be wondering why he built a
castle so far from the hustle and bustle of Floridas mainstream. It all began with a purchase of fifty-five rural acresWeird
Florida: Your Travel Guide to Floridas Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets [Charlie Carlson, Mark Moran, Mark
Sceurman] on . *FREE*See a city of live mermaids? Florida, of course. Absurd crime, cryptids, theme parks, and a
healthy dose of campy kitsch maintain the states title as the weirdestSKUNK APE. If the State of Florida ever selects a
mascot to represent all weird things in the state, it would unquestionably be the Skunk Ape. In both size andWeird
Florida. 318K likes. Read Eliot Kleinbergs Weird Florida books. Get them here: http:///1H9CmcJ.Weird Florida Reprint
edition [Charlie Carlson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Florida is also one of the best places to chart your
weirdest travel destinations. And who better to chronicle this states fabled places, roadside wonders, bizarreDiscover
215 hidden attractions, cool sights, and unusual things to do in Florida from Dry Tortugas to Monument of States.Weird
Florida News Florida man arrested for auto theft with monkey clinging to his shirt Police: Florida Little Caesars
employee kills man in scary mask.Weird Florida [Eliot Kleinberg] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book
chronicles examples of Floridas fascinating and funnyJoin Floridas own Master of the Weird Charlie Carlson and his K9
canine companion Miss Scarlet as they travel the highways, byways and even down a fewAfter reading The Wizard of
Oz or watching the film adaptation, you may have come away thinking that witches and water dont mix. Not so! In fact,
people have Want a quick list of the best weird Florida Laws? Heres an easy-to-read little infographic for you with my
pick of the top 20:10 hours ago Weird Florida: On the Road Again A WLRN Original ProductionITS WEIRD AND
ITS BACK! Join Floridas Master of the Weird, Charlie Carlson. In Florida, whenever anyone does something weird, the
headline always starts with Florida. Because people know whatever comes next is gFlorida is generally considered one
of the weirder places in America, so its no surprise weird Florida news seems to be a staple of the headlines. Crazy Flori
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